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[image: ][image: ]Over the last 20 years, we have become the world leader in the delivery of healthcare solutions in any setting, particularly those that are remote, challenging or under-resourced.
Explore more









Areas of Focus





Hospitals & Clinics
[image: ]We are your end-to-end health infrastructure provider, offering a comprehensive solution tailored to your needs—from construction planning, to onsite health services and training, to immediate deployment of mobile hospital units, and on-site logistics or management of the final outcome.
 
LEARN MORE




Occupational & Workplace Health
[image: ]We offer proactive healthcare programs to keep your staff safe and well, as well as tailored corporate health solutions to meet your department, corporation, or business needs.
 
LEARN MORE




Ambulance & Aeromedical Retrievals
[image: ]From the most remote communities to the most inhospitable terrain, over land, sand and sea, our aero-medical retrieval team leads the way. Our expert pilots and fully-trained medical specialists are on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, with an excellent track record of achieving positive patient outcomes.
 
LEARN MORE




Health Advisory Services
[image: ]Identify and resolve problems before they arise with Aspen Medical’s Advisory Services. Our multi-disciplinary team and global network of subject matter experts can provide comprehensive advice and guidance on all contemporary health-related fields.
 
LEARN MORE




Health Technology
[image: ]To support our delivery of world-class healthcare, Aspen Medical provides telehealth, virtual health and other emerging technology solutions.
 
LEARN MORE




Humanitarian & Disaster Response
[image: ]Aspen Medical is the only commercial organisation certified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as an Emergency Medical Team for infectious disease outbreaks and trauma surgical operations. Our skilled, diverse teams ensure successful outcomes.
 
LEARN MORE 




Training Academy
[image: ]Aspen Medical’s Training Academy specialises in providing world-class and innovative healthcare and first-aid training courses to customers globally. We can design tailor-made solutions to suit your organisational training requirements delivering Nationally Recognised Training units of competencies or fully customised training courses.
 
LEARN MORE




Medical Supplies & Manufacturing
[image: ]A trusted medical supplier, Aspen Medical led the way with the manufacture of 3-ply medical masks and P2/N95 masks during COVID-19 shortages. From design to delivery, we customise medical supply and manufacturing solutions.
 
 
LEARN MORE
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More than a career in healthcare
Making the world healthier, safer and better begins with you. At Aspen Medical, we provide a safe and supportive working environment, a commitment to your personal development and flexible contracts to suit the way you want to work. In return, we seek change-makers who want to work in a better kind of healthcare system.
Join our talent community













Our Impact
Explore more


Over a decade providing healthcare support to AFP and ADF personnel in Solomon Islands.


Regional Assistance Mission to Solomon Islands (RAMSI)


Read more



Reduction of Orthopaedic, Ophthalmic and Urology waiting lists in the UK.


Real action in reducing surgery waiting lists in the UK


Read more



Metropolitan hospital's Emergency Department re-established and operating 24/7 within 3 weeks.


Urgent re-establishment of Caboolture Hospital's ED


Read more
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We operate across
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North America



Asia & Indo-Pacific
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News & Media
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Aspen Medical partners with Tridaya Group to develop flagship international hospital in Makassar and clinics across Eastern Indonesia
02 April 2024
Australia
Asia & Indo-Pacific
Global
Hospitals & Clinics



The signing agreement of collaboration between the two companies was carried out in order to provide an international standard...


Read more
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Aspen Medical appointed to panel to provide surge workforce to Urgent Care Clinics 
19 March 2024
Healthcare Resourcing
Hospitals & Clinics



Aspen Medical has been appointed by the Commonwealth Department of Health and Aged Care (DoHA) as a member of the panel to...


Read more
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Aspen Medical Foundation funds First Nations scholarship in the name of Lt Col Vivian Bullwinkel
01 March 2024
Aspen Medical Foundation



On 16 February 2024, the Australian College of Nursing (ACN) honoured the memory of Lt Col Vivian Bullwinkel and 21 of her...


Read more
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Aspen Medical-managed rural and remote workforce program celebrates key milestone 
08 February 2024
Australia
Healthcare Resourcing



The Aspen Medical-managed Rural Locum Assistance Program (Rural LAP) has celebrated the 10,000th placement of a health...


Read more
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Get in touch






We operate across Australia, the UK and Europe, the Middle East, North America, Africa, Asia and the Indo-Pacific region, and employ a workforce of dedicated, experienced and highly trained professionals.
Want to know more? Contact us by making an enquiry here.
Enquire here
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We are the only commercial organisation in the world accredited by the WHO as an Emergency Medical Team for infectious disease outbreak management and trauma surgical operations.











© Aspen Medical 2023



Aspen Medical acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of Country throughout Australia and their connections to land, sea and community. We pay our respect to their Elders past, present and emerging and extend that respect to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples today.
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